Attendees

Ananthan, Beard, Geng, Jantz, Marker, Mills (recorder), Morgan, Triggs

Agenda

1) Announcements - All
2) 8.2 planning - Mills
3) Kopp data project - Jantz
5) Jobs & reports - Triggs

Announcements

- Move to Rutgers Connect will necessitate a review of existing listservs’ and addresses automated messages the repository application stack is configured to use.
- Beard & Marker are attending a meeting regarding equipment purchases in support of the Giddings Collection
- Mills is a member of the newly formed Discovery Working Group
- The group will transition to using Jira for issue tracking with 8.2. The current software.libraries will slowly be migrated away from.

8.2 planning

- The group has been approved to work on bugs and any performance enhancements/improvements for this release
- Existing feature requests are still being reviewed by Agnew and Cabinet
- Ananthan and Mills will start parsing out bugs and performance related issues from software.libraries and duplicate those in Jira. For 8.2 Jira will be used for issue tracking. Software.libraries will be maintained for now, but will be migrated away from before too long.

Kopp Data Project

Incremental progress has been made. The data team will proceed with ingesting a collection/project resource along with software, documentation, and some of the small sized data resources. One of the larger (~250GB with 1,300+ files) will be ingested eventually. Ingesting all of the larger data resources will be considered at a later time.

Jobs & Reports

- Generation of larger THUMBJPEG datastreams is ready for staging – Mills reported
- Generation of high resolution images, PTIF, is ready for staging – Mills reported
- Day 10 of the RARCH move to managed ARCH has been performed and cleared. Hoover has run day 11 as well, the results need to be cleared before proceeding. – Triggs reported
- No progress with untaring legacy ARCH datastreams job was reported